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The facts are largely uncontroverted in this appeal from the decision of the 
Maine Unemployment Commission awarding unemployment benefits to Steven 
Towers. The Appellant argues that the Commission erred in concluding that Towers 
was discharged, but not for misconduct. Appellant asserts that Towers committed 
abusive behavior against another employee on December 28,2005. 

The facts establish that Towers went to the office of Gene Blake with the 
intention of confronting h m  regarding statements whch Blake allegedly made to Jane 
Jamo shortly prior thereto. Jamo and Towers are involved in a relationship and reside 
together. Blake had essentially told her that she should make her own requests for 
employment benefits without involving Tower.' Tower was agtated, red-faced and 
apparently verbally aggressive after entering Blake's office and closing the door behind 
him. As part of his comments, he advised Blake that he better "...watch his (expletive 
deleted) step.. .". Although Tower gestured with his finger during the confrontation, no 
party suggests that Blake was physically accosted, or threatened to be physically 
accosted.. Tower was terminated from his employment without being allowed an 
opportunity to explain or illuminate h s  actions. 

The parties agree that the only "for cause" (i.e. -misconduct) termination which 
would be justified under the circumstances would fall witlun the "abusive or 
assaultive" behavior categories. 26 MRSA §1043(23)(A)(10). The majority of the 
Commission felt that Tower's behavior was justified and did not rise to the level of 
misconduct as noted in §1043(23)(A)(10). 

The court has little difficulty in concluding that Tower's behavior was rude, 
aggressive, and uncalled for. Confrontations fueled by unreasoning emotion are 
counterproductive and unacceptable in the workplace. However, the question remains: 

' Blake is Jarno's supervisor and requests for such benefits would ordinarily be addressed to him. 
Blake and Tower do not have a supervisory relationship and have had conflicts in their 
relationship in the past. 



Did Tower's behavior constitute abusive or assaultive conduct as would justify a 
finding of misconduct? Although the court's inclination leans to the conclusion that it 
did, the standard on t h s  80B appeal is not whether t h s  court would reach a different 
result. Dodd v. Secretarv of State, 526 A.2d 583 (Me. 1987). The standard is whether the 
record supports the Commission's finding and whether the Commission properly 
applied the law. McPherson v. Maine Unemplovment Commission, 1998 ME 177 p6, 
714 A.2d 818 (Me. 1998). Under h s  standard, the court must answer each question in 
the affirmetive. As such, the Appellant's appeal must be denied. 

So Ordered. The matter is remanded to the Maine Unemployment Insurance 
Commission for entry of final judgment. 

The Clerk may incorporate this Order upon the docket by reference. 
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